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Intracellular water – an overlooked drug target?
Cisplatin impact in cancer cells probed by
neutrons†
M. P. M. Marques,‡*ab A. L. M. Batista de Carvalho,‡*a V. Garcia Sakai,c L. Hatterd
and L. A. E. Batista de Carvalhoa
The first neutron scattering study on human nucleated cells is reported, addressing the subject of
solvent-slaving to a drug by probing intracellular water upon drug exposure. Inelastic and quasi-elastic
neutron scattering spectroscopy with isotope labelling was applied for monitoring interfacial water
response to the anticancer drug cisplatin, in the low prognosis human metastatic breast cancer cells
MDA-MB-231. Optical vibrational data were also obtained for lyophilised cells. Concentration-dependent
dynamical changes evidencing a progressive mobility reduction were unveiled between untreated and
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cisplatin-exposed samples, concurrent with variations in the native organisation of water molecules within
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picture of the intracellular water response to cisplatin and constitute the first reported experimental

the intracellular medium as a consequence of drug action. The results thus obtained yielded a clear
proof of a drug impact on the cytomatrix by neutron techniques. This is an innovative way of tackling a
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drug’s pharmacodynamics, searching for alternative targets of drug action.

Introduction
Water supports vital biochemical processes in living organisms,
influencing key cellular functions such as protein folding and
stability, enzyme catalysis, DNA packaging, molecular recognition, intracellular signalling, transport processes and cellular
tolerance to freezing.1–7 Actually, hydration is required for
bioactivity, since it is essential for maintaining the functional
structure of biomolecules. Within a biological system such as a
cell, water structure and dynamics are known to be changed by
the presence of metabolites or extrinsic entities (e.g. drugs),
while in turn water properties are prone to affect the conformational behaviour and function of biomolecules, which are
slaved to the variations occurring in their hydration shell.5–13
The aqueous cytoplasm comprises a complex array of organised
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macromolecular structures, including skeletal elements and
organelles, and dissolved solutes of various dimensions,14–16
water amounting for about 80% of the total cell mass. The unique
properties of water in the intracellular space have long been a
matter of dispute, and they have been found to determine the
stiffness of the cytoplasm.17 Dynamic labile H-bond networking,
macromolecular crowding and confinement effects (by biomolecules and membranes of diverse physical-chemical nature)
have been proposed to explain these distinctive molecular
properties. Self-association through hydrogen bonding is a
particularly important property, which is constantly changing
as a consequence of the rotation of individual water molecules,
as well as to accommodate the presence of solutes within the
cellular milieu or to adapt to specific conditions (e.g. ionic strength,
pH, temperature or pressure).
Because water provides the dynamical matrix in which all
biochemical and biophysical processes occur, interference with
its structural and dynamical characteristics is expected to have
significant consequences at the functional level, and may even
induce cell damage. Unravelling water behaviour within the
cell, at the molecular level, is thus of key importance. Actually,
even subtle changes in intracellular water may be the driving
force to disrupt homeostasis and initiate a series of events
leading to biomacromolecular dysfunction that can facilitate
disease (e.g. cancer or neurological disorders).18 This concept is
presently extended to the mode of action of pharmacological
agents, which are likely to aﬀect the inhomogeneous highly
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crowded cytoplasmic medium, with still unknown eﬀects on
cellular function. This is an innovative approach to better
interpret pharmacodynamics (drug interaction with its pharmacological target), possibly unveiling secondary therapeutic
targets, and attain an improved understanding of the drug’s
in vivo mode of action, helping to develop more eﬀective
therapies against cancer and optimise the use of presently
available drugs.
The cell interior may be pictured as a gel-like structure, in
which intracellular water is mostly confined and interacting with
biomolecules and organelle surfaces – interfacial water – thus
displaying properties that are significantly different to those of
pure (extracellular) water. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
has long been applied to investigate the intracellular hydrodynamics as a response to either external agents or abnormal
physiological conditions,19–26 as well as nonlinear optical spectroscopy techniques.27–29 However, the NMR spatial and time scales
(typically a few milliseconds) limits the results to average properties, and does not allow to discriminate the different dynamical
contributions. Up to this date, a microscopic picture of cellular
water has only been achieved by neutron scattering techniques,
that have the ability to ‘‘see’’ proton positions, probing the space
domain down to a few Angstroms at the nano- and picosecond
time scales, thus yielding results not achievable by other methods.
So far, these techniques have been applied to biomolecules
such as proteins,30–33 enzymes34 and DNA,35,36 as well as to more
complex biological systems, namely Artemia shrimp cysts,37
yeast cells,38 human red blood cells,25,39 extreme halophiles,25,40
Escherichia coli bacteria25,41 or stratum corneum.42 In addition,
molecular dynamics simulations of water–biomolecule interactions have been performed24,43,44 in order to assist interpretation of the experimental data gathered for these samples (which is
directly comparable to the theoretical results). Nevertheless, the
major emphasis of these studies has been on the biomolecules
rather than the water properties.
Incoherent inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy (INS) is
a particularly appropriate technique to tackle water in a biological matrix, since it is optimal for studying materials containing hydrogen atoms that have a scattering cross section (about
80 barns) which is much larger than for most other elements (at
most ca. 5 barns). The neutron scattering cross-section of an
element (s) is a characteristic of each isotope and independent
of the chemical environment. During the scattering event, a
fraction of the incoming neutron energy can be used to cause
vibrational excitation, and the vibrational modes with the largest
hydrogen displacements will dominate the spectrum. Therefore,
INS will be particularly important in solids in which the
molecular units are linked together by hydrogen close contacts
(such as water) and the lowest-frequency vibrations are those
expected to be most aﬀected. The INS intensity of each vibrational transition is normally expressed in terms of the so-called
dynamic structure factor Si*(Q,nk), which has the simplified
expression, for a given atom
Si ðQ; n k Þ ¼


2

Q2 ui
3
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exp 
3

(1)

where Q (Å1) is the momentum transferred to the sample at a
given scattering angle, nk is the energy of a vibrational mode, ui (Å)
is the displacement vector of atom i in mode k, s is the neutron
scattering cross section of the atom, and ai (Å) is related to a massweighted sum of the displacements of the atom in all the
vibrational modes. The exponential term, exp[(Q2ai2)/3] is
the Debye–Waller factor, that describes the attenuation of the
neutron scattering process due to thermal motion. The harmonic
frequencies (energies) of the vibrational modes correspond
to eigenvalues, and the displacements to eigenvectors, of the
dynamical matrix that can be calculated by theoretical methods
(e.g. Density Functional Theory – Plane-Wave).
Quasi-elastic incoherent neutron scattering (QENS), in turn,
analyses the incoherent (hydrogen-dominated) scattering signal
within a meV energy transfer range, on a nanometer length scale
(ca. 0.1–3 nm, corresponding to inter- and intramolecular distances)
and a nano- to picosecond time scale (ca. 109–1013 s). Hence,
QENS is a method of choice for directly accessing different
spatially resolved dynamical processes, from fast localised modes
including vibrations and rotations to slower global translational
motions. It is particularly suited for hydrogen-containing molecules,
allowing to accurately probe water dynamics under different
conditions in multi-component systems such as biological
samples, thus helping to determine a relationship between
dynamics and function.30,45,46
The QENS signal is detected as a broadening around the
elastic line and is due to a variety of motions (which fall in
the spectrometer’s time window). In a neutron scattering
experiment, information on the molecular dynamics is obtained
by measuring the dynamic structure factor, S(Q,o), which
represents the probability of an incident neutron to undergo
a scattering event by transferring a momentum Q and an energy
o. The corresponding experimental scattering function can be
represented by,


ho

Smeasured ðQ; oÞ ¼ exp 
RðQ; oÞ  SðQ; oÞ
2kT

(2)

where exp[h
 o/2kT] is a detailed balance factor, and R(Q,o) is a
resolution function (experimentally obtained) which is convoluted
with the scattering model (S(Q,o)) that describes the dynamical
behaviour of the sample (accounting for all the dynamical components of the system). In a hydrogenous sample, S(Q,o) is
dominated by incoherent scattering, as the incoherent scattering
cross section of an H atom is much greater than the coherent or
incoherent scattering cross section of any other atom. Sinc(Q,o)
corresponds to the self correlation function (incoherent dynamic
structure factor) and is generally approximated as the convolution
of vibrational, rotational and translational components which
are assumed as independent motions:
Sinc(Q,o) = Svib(Q,o) # Srot(Q,o) # Strans(Q,o)

(3)

Strictly in the elastic and quasielastic regions,
Sinc(Q,o) = exp(Q2hu2i)[A0(Q)d(o) + (1  A0(Q))L(Q,o)]
(4)
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where the exponential term is the Debye–Waller factor, A0(Q)d(o)
represents the elastic contribution due to motions slower than
the longest observable time as defined by the energy resolution
of the spectrometer, and the second term in the equation
corresponds to the quasielastic component.
Sinc(Q,o) directly provides time/space information on the
system investigated: on the time scale of the dynamical processes
(through the neutron energy transfer, o), and on the spatial extent
of these processes (from the momentum scattering transfer, Q).
Since the QENS data in the time-domain is represented by an
exponential, it can be approximated in the energy domain by
Lorentzian functions of diﬀerent widths, G (full width at halfmaximum, FWHM = 2  HWHM (half-width at half-maximum)),
describing motions on diﬀerent time scales:
LðxÞ ¼

1 G
p G2 þ o2

(5)

The behaviour of each G value with Q may subsequently be
analysed to yield detailed information on each dynamical component contributing to the overall experimental QENS profile.
In the present study, inelastic and quasielastic neutron
scattering techniques (INS and QENS) were used to probe water
structure and dynamics (respectively) in human live cells, in
the presence of the widely used antitumour drug cisplatin (cisPt(NH3)2Cl2).47–50 Indeed, apart from the well-known direct cytotoxic effect mediated by DNA conformational rearrangements,51–53
cisplatin-induced changes in the intracellular water may have a
noteworthy impact on vital biomolecules and affect cellular
proliferation and viability. Pt(II) compounds constitute a specific
class of metal-based anticancer agents, cisplatin, carboplatin and
oxaliplatin being currently in clinical use51,52 while numerous
other Pt(II) complexes are being developed aiming at an increased
antineoplastic activity coupled with a lower toxicity and a decreased
acquired resistance.54–63 The anticancer capacity of this kind of
agents is recognised to be due to DNA severe damage through
selective covalent binding of Pt(II) to the purine and pyrimidine
bases (mainly adenine and guanine).53 These platinum–DNA
adducts are formed following drug uptake into the cell and
hydrolysis of the chloride ligands (sequential chloride by water
substitution in the metal coordination sphere).
In what follows, we present INS and QENS data for human
cells of invasive breast carcinoma (MDA-MB-231), to monitor
their response to cisplatin as a function of drug concentration
(8 to 20 mM, for an exposure time of 48 hours previously
determined to lead to a maximum drug eﬀect (unpublished
data)). Optical vibrational data (FTIR and Raman) were also
obtained for lyophilised cell samples. The goal of this study was
to directly probe water within intact human cancer cells, with a
view to ascertain both structural and dynamical modifications
upon drug incubation. This work, the first of its kind to be carried
out using neutron techniques to probe live human nucleated cells
(containing the whole array of cellular components), allowed
to establish the suitability of neutron spectroscopy to unveil
perturbations in intracellular water due to the presence of
chemotherapeutic agents, as an innovative way of tackling a
drug’s pharmacodynamic behaviour. This will hopefully pave
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the way for further research on drug-induced eﬀects on the
intracellular medium, for conventional as well as newly developed
anticancer agents, aiming at assessing potential secondary
pharmacological targets.

Experimental
Sample preparation
The cell pellets (100 mg/1 cm3, ca. 5  108 cells per sample)
were prepared by cell harvesting (through trypsinization)
followed by repeated (2) PBS washing and centrifugation
(at 195  g, for 15 min). PBS was used as an isotonic medium
in order to avoid water exchange from the inside to the outside
of the cell (leading to cell shrinkage). Under these conditions, the
proportion of intracellular water was determined to be ca. 80% of
the total cell weight (as expected for this type of neoplastic cells64)
and the cell pellets contained less than 5% extracellular water
(see quantification procedure below).
In order to remove this extracellular water component, the
pellets (with and without drug) were washed with deuterated
PBS by resuspension (1), followed by centrifugation (at 195  g)
for 5 min which was repeated for 15 min after removing the first
supernatant. These samples will be hereafter denominated PBSdeutwashed cells (or simply washed cells), as opposed to the nonwashed pellets. Lyophilised samples were also prepared, for
both untreated and cisplatin-treated cells.
After the neutron measurements, the integrity of the cell
membrane was established by the Trypan blue assay. Cell viability
assays were hindered by the unavoidable contamination upon
sample handling during the neutron experiments (e.g. loading
into the aluminium cans). Nevertheless, even considering coldtriggered denaturation of some cellular components (e.g. proteins)
during spectral acquisition, the present study aims at a comparison between data obtained (at the same temperature) in the
absence and presence of cisplatin – thus, cold-prompted effects
(identical across all samples) will be cancelled out, only the
perturbation due to the drug remaining.
Quantification of intracellular versus extracellular water in the
cell pellets
The (intracellular:extracellular) water ratio was determined in
the cell pellets, by comparing the weight of diﬀerently prepared
samples: cell pellet immediately after harvesting and centrifugation (195  g, for 10 min), containing both inter- and intracellular
water (wP); cell pellet after drying in a dry atmosphere at 37 1C for
ca. 3 hours, allowing for extracellular water to evaporate completely (wD); lyophilised cell pellet, comprising only the dehydrated
cellular components (wL). Hence, (wP  wL), (wD  wL) and
(wP  [wD  wL]) yielded the total water (inter + intracellular),
the intracellular, and the extracellular water, respectively.
Neutron vibrational spectroscopy
The neutron measurements were carried out at the ISIS Pulsed
Neutron Source of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (http://
www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/). The samples, containing ca. 100 mg/1 cm3
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of cell pellet (ca. 5  108 cells), were wrapped in aluminium foil
sachets (which filled the beam) and loaded into flat thin walled
aluminium cans.
In order to avoid slow ice crystal growth during freezing,
that could extract water from cells leading to dehydration (an
eventually to membrane disruption) the samples were plunged
into liquid nitrogen for rapid freezing (ca. 1 s).
Inelastic neutron scattering
INS spectra of MDA-MB-231 cells were obtained on the TOSCA
spectrometer,65 an indirect geometry time-of-flight broad range
spectrometer ((DE/E) ca. 1.25%). To reduce the impact of the
Debye–Waller factor (the exponential term in eqn (1)) on the
observed spectral intensity, the samples (in 0.2 mm-thick (4  4 cm)
flat Al cans) were cooled to cryogenic temperature (ca. 10 K).
Data were recorded in the energy range 24 to 4000 cm1.
Apart from the drug-containing samples (8 and 20 mM-cisplatin),
untreated cellular controls were measured (for comparison when
ascribing the cisplatin-induced changes), as well as cisplatin solutions (at all concentrations) in PBS, and PBS buﬀer (to assess the
drug eﬀect on the saline medium in the absence of the biological
matrix). Lyophilised cells with and without drug (8 mM) were
also analysed, with a view to identify the vibrational components due to biomolecules (mainly from proteins and DNA).
Quasi-elastic neutron scattering
QENS spectra of MDA-MB-231 cells were acquired on the lowenergy OSIRIS high-flux indirect-geometry time-of-flight spectrometer (http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/instruments/osiris),66 equipped
with a newly installed beryllium filter,67 and using the 002 reflection of the cooled pyrolytic graphite analyser bank (PG002 25 Hz
configuration) with a 25.4 meV energy resolution (FWHM). The
data was recorded in the Q range 0.18 to 1.81 Å1 (covering a
111 to 1551 angular interval, for a total of 41 detectors), within
the energy transfer window 0.8 to 2.0 meV.
Drug-treated cells (8 and 20 mM-cisplatin) and untreated
cellular controls were measured, as well as PBS and cisplatin
solutions in PBS. Both non-washed and PBSdeut-washed samples
were used, to accurately identify the contribution from bulk water.
In all cases 0.1 mm-thick (4  4 cm) flat Al cans were used,
except for the PBSdeut-washed samples and for PBS which were
placed in 0.4 mm-thick (4  5 cm) Al containers (to allow
for a higher amount of scatterer in the beam, still keeping to a
10% scatterer to reduce the possibility of multiple scattering).
Spectra were run at 298 K, for ca. 20 h each. A vanadium sample
(a purely incoherent elastic scatterer) was measured to define
the instrument resolution and correct for detector eﬃciency.
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QENS spectra were corrected for detector eﬃciency. Resolution functions were determined independently from calibration
runs for vanadium (used for the non-cell containing samples),
as well as for untreated non-washed and PBSdeut-washed cells
(applied for the corresponding cell-containing samples).
Fitting of the QENS spectra was performed for the energy
transfer range 0.8 to 2.0 meV, with the program DAVE (version 2.3,
developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Center for Neutron Research69). One Delta function (elastic
component) and three Lorentzians (quasielastic contributions),
plus an energy independent instrumental background, were
necessary for an accurate representation of the system.
FWHM values were extracted from each of the Lorentzian
functions representing the distinct dynamical components
assigned to the system, yielding the translational diﬀusion coeﬃcients (DT) and jump times (tT), as well as the correlation times for
the localised motions of the cellular macromolecules (tL). For the
translational Lorentzians, either a continuous diﬀusion (Fickian
model, G = 2DQ2) or a jump-reorientation mechanism were
considered, the latter following the equation:70–73
GT ðQÞ ¼

DT Q2
1 þ DT Q2 tjump
T

(6)

where DT represents the translational coefficient at temperature T
and tjump
is the translational jump time (i.e. the mean residence
T
time of a water molecule in each possible location).

Results and discussion
Water dynamics and structure were directly probed in intact
human cancer cells of invasive breast carcinoma, in the presence
of the widely used antineoplastic drug cisplatin. Several samples
were investigated: (1) phosphate saline solution (PBS, both
undeuterated and deuterated), as a good model for bulk water;
(2) cell pellets, comprising biomolecules as well as extra- and
intracellular water – non-washed cells; (3) cells in deuterated
saline medium allowing to observe only intracellular water and
biomolecules, as this PBSdeut-washing procedure suppresses
practically all the extracellular (bulk) water dynamical component
by replacing the exchangeable hydrogens with poor scatterer
deuterium atoms – PBSdeut-washed cells; (4) cisplatin-exposed cells,
including extra- and intracellular water and cellular constituents
affected by the drug; (5) cisplatin-exposed cells in deuterated saline
medium, containing intracellular water and cellular constituents
affected by the drug – PBSdeut-washed cisplatin-treated cells (or
simply washed cisplatin-treated cells); (6) lyophilised cells, with
and without drug, containing solely cytoplasmic biomolecules.

Data analysis
The neutron data was reduced from raw time-of-flight signals
into energy transfer spectra using the MANTID program
(version 3.4.068). The data acquired for both bulk water (H2O
and D2O) and PBS (non-deuterated and deuterated) was subtracted from that of the cell samples (respectively non-washed
and PBSdeut-washed), in order to better distinguish the features
due to interfacial water.
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Optical vibrational spectroscopy
Fig. S1 (ESI†) represents the optical vibrational data obtained (at
room temperature) for two samples of lyophilised cells – both
untreated and drug-treated (48 h incubation with 8 mM-cisplatin),
showing the main bands from the cellular metabolites (Table S1,
ESI†): (i) amide bands from the peptide bonds – I (nCQO, at
1660 cm1), II (60% dN–H + 40% nC–N, at 1550 cm1) and III
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(30% dN–H + 40% nC–N, centred at 1250 cm1); signals from the
aromatic aminoacids (phenylalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine)
at 1585, 1170, 1003 (ns(CC)ring) and 863 cm1, and from
phosphorylated proteins (PO32 stretchings at ca. 980 cm1);
(ii) typical features from the main cellular components, mostly
lipids – nCC (ca. 1130 cm1) and dCH2/CH3 (intense bands
between 1400–1470 cm1); (iii) symmetric and antisymmetric
(O–P–O) stretching modes from DNA and RNA (at 1090 and
1240 cm1, respectively), and n(CC)ring from DNA’s purine
bases (e.g. 1320 to 1370 cm1).
Comparison of the infrared data from the control and drugcontaining cells clearly demonstrates a marked eﬀect of cisplatin on DNA and the protein cellular constituents (in accordance
with previously reported studies for live MDA-MB-231 cells74),
that is reflected by an almost complete disappearance of the
peaks assigned to tyrosine (at 863 cm1) and the PO32 symmetric stretching mode from proteins (at 980 cm1), coupled
to a strong intensity decrease of the ns(O–P–O) signal from DNA
(at ca. 1090 cm1), the latter being a recognised spectral
biomarker of cell death.75 The Raman spectra also expose the
drug impact on the cellular chemical fingerprint: on DNA,
supported by changes in the bands at ca. 720, 780, 920, 1170,
1314 and 1555 cm1 due to n(CC)ring modes from B-DNA bases
and deoxyribose, and at 830 cm1 assigned to n(O–P–O)backbone
(Table S1, ESI†); on phospholipids (membranes), evidenced by the
feature at 1033 cm1 clearly seen in the drug-treated sample; and
on phenylalanine, which gives rise to a characteristic signal at
1003 cm1 that is enhanced in the cisplatin-containing samples,
since drug binding to cellular proteins induces conformational
rearrangements and unfolding leading to an increased exposure
of aromatic aminoacids.
INS
Neutron vibrational spectroscopy allows us to define the local
structures of water molecules within the cell by comparing their
vibrational signatures with known geometries, namely from ice
in its diﬀerent phases (since the neutron scattering measurements are performed at cryogenic temperatures). Interfacial
water molecules in the vicinity of membranes and biomolecules
within the cellular environment were reported (both by experimental data and molecular dynamics simulations) to yield
diﬀerent INS profiles relative to bulk water, in the translational
(below ca. 300 cm1), librational (500 to 1000 cm1) and OH
stretching (3200 to 3600 cm1) regions of the spectrum.1,35,38,43
Fig. 1 comprises the INS spectra presently measured (at 10 K)
for human breast cancer cells: untreated and cisplatin-treated
(8 and 20 mM) cell pellets and lyophilised cells, as well as PBS
diﬀerence spectra (resulting from subtraction of the saline
buﬀer to each of the cell pellet samples). Three distinct structural
contributions could be identified, due to: (1) extracellular (bulk)
water, yielding a broad and intense librational band at 540 to
1000 cm1 (identical to the H-bonded tetrahedral network of ice
Ih), and a translational region comprising two peaks at 224 and
304 cm1, assigned to intermolecular water–water hydrogen
bonding,76 as well as acoustic modes at 56 (very intense) and
155 cm1; (2) intracellular (interfacial) water, responsible for a
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distinctive feature at ca. 560 cm1; (3) cellular components, clearly
perceived in the lyophilised sample in the 1280–1500 cm1 range
(centred at ca. 1370 cm1, mainly arising from CH2 deformation
modes of proteins, lipids and carbohydrates), 240 and 290 cm1
from proteins (t(CH3), partially overlapped with the water intramolecular H-bonding features) and 160 cm1 from membrane
lipids (t(CH3)) (Table S1, ESI†). Indeed, unlike the INS profile of
the cell pellets, the spectrum of the lyophilised cells gave rise to
INS peaks solely due to the biomolecules within the cell since
these samples were devoid of both extra- and intracellular water.
Comparison of this data for the lyophilised cells with and without
cisplatin allowed to uncover a drug effect on DNA through the
corresponding adenine and timine n(CC)ring band at 728 cm1
(which was not observed in the treated sample, Fig. 1).
A slight blue shift (from 552 to 556 cm1) was detected in the
librational band peak between the spectrum of PBS (as a model
for extracellular water) and the drug-free cell pellet, which is
ascribed to an enhanced rigidity in the structure of interfacial
water (within the crowded cytoplasm). Upon cisplatin incubation a marked change in the spectral pattern was observed, the
librational band (540–1000 cm1) resembling the profile characteristic of low-density amorphous ice,76 in accordance with a
noteworthy decrease in the ordering of water molecules within
the drug-containing cytoplasm. The contribution from intracellular water was clearly unveiled upon subtraction of PBS from the
data measured for the cells, either untreated or cisplatin-treated,
evidencing striking variations relative to bulk (extracellular) water
as a consequence of modifications in the respective H-bonding
network (Fig. 1): (1) the broad librational 540–1000 cm1 band
was substituted by a much narrower signal centred at 560 cm1,
ascribed to interfacial water, which was progressively reduced in
intensity with increasing cisplatin concentration; (2) the features
characteristic of H-bonded bulk water molecules were affected –
the 224 cm1 translational peak decreased, while the 304 cm1
signal shifted to 293, 285 and 283 cm1 (more noticeably in the
drug-exposed samples, as a direct function of cisplatin concentration); (3) the d(CH2) signal at 1450 cm1 mainly due to the
cellular lipid constituents disappeared, as a consequence of
the recognised metabolic impact of this type of Pt(II)-based
agents,74 while a band was detected at ca. 1350 cm1, assigned
to n(CC)ring and d(CH) modes from DNA (adenine and guanine)
and proteins (particularly tryptophan). Subtraction of the data
for the lyophilised cells from the cisplatin (8 mM)-exposed cells
(after PBS exclusion) yielded a double-difference spectrum which
best revealed the vibrational features of confined (cytoplasmic)
water in the presence of the drug, since the contributions from
extracellular water and the cellular constituents (metabolites
and biomolecules) were removed. Analysis of this spectral
profile corroborates the assignment of the 560 cm1 signal to
intracellular water.
These results plainly show that drug exposure induces structural changes in intracellular water H-bonding network which
are mainly reflected in the librational region, as expected, since
this is strongly dependent on proton ordering defining the
geometrical arrangement within the lattice.35,76,77 In fact, the
hydrogen bonds in confined intracellular water, known to
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(LDA) ice-like geometries. Indeed, the drug-induced conformational changes in DNA and proteins are expected to affect these
molecule’s hydration patterns, this effect being assumed to
propagate into the native hydrogen bond network of water in
the highly packed cytoplasm (the average distance between
macromolecules in an eukaryotic cell being ca. 2 nm16).
In conclusion, the intramolecular H-bond network characteristic of intracellular water appears to be disrupted by the presence of
the antitumour drug, the average interaction of each H2O to four
neighbouring molecules being changed to a distinct lattice organisation within the intracellular medium, which encompasses water–
water and water–biomolecules hydrogen-type interactions. Actually,
the librational profile observed in the INS spectra of cisplatinexposed cells compares better with LDA or cubic (Ic) forms of
ice than with the polycrystalline hexagonal geometry of water
at cryogenic temperatures (ice Ih). This data is in accordance
with previous INS and QENS studies on the structure of water
associated with DNA35,36,79,80 and yeast cells.38
QENS

Fig. 1 INS spectra (at 10 k) of MDA-MB-231 cells (pellet and lyophilized
samples), both untreated and cisplatin-treated.

display significantly longer lifetimes (5 to 10)36,78 than those
occurring in unconstrained water, are proposed to be further
changed by cisplatin, with a profound impact on the intrinsic
dynamics of water molecules within the cell as to their ability
to rotate, translate and interact with biomolecules (in their
hydration layers). Several water structures displaying diﬀerent
H-bonding profiles, resembling some of the known ice phases
studied so far,76 may then coexist within the cell upon increasing
cisplatin exposure – e.g. hexagonal (Ih) to low-density amorphous
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Quasi-elastic data was acquired in the OSIRIS spectrometer,
that is sensitive to motions with time scales of the order
of the picoseconds (ca. 4–200 ps, within a length interval of
ca. 4–20 Å), optimal for the detection of intracellular water
dynamics and still allowing to perceive local motions of the
biological macromolecules in the cytosol. Nevertheless, discrimination between both types of motions is far from straightforward
considering the diversity of entities present in the heterogeneous
cellular system under observation: cellular components such as
sugars, lipids, proteins and DNA (moving with similar time-scales)
and the intracellular millieu comprising water molecules in
different local environments – cytoplasmic (less constrained)
water and hydration water (in the vicinity of biomolecules,
strongly adsorbed at their surface).
Intracellular water dynamics was currently investigated in human
breast cancer cells under diﬀerent conditions, by measuring several
samples (at 298 K): (i) phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS) and cisplatincontaining (8 mM) PBS, to assess a possible drug eﬀect on the
saline medium; (ii) cell pellets, both drug-free (control) and
cisplatin-treated (8 and 20 mM); (iii) cell pellets washed with
deuterated saline (apart from the non-washed samples), in
order to minimise the bulk water component and accurately
identify the contribution from intracellular water.
In these densely packed cell pellets the intracellular medium
accounts for ca. 95% of the total water within the system
(according to the quantification of intra- versus extracellular
water in the samples, see Experimental section). A good approximation to the scattering signal due to the extracellular water
contribution (ca. 5%) may be visualised in the diﬀerence QENS
profile of the non-washed cells minus the PBSdeut-washed
ones depicted in Fig. 2(A) (profile in blue), which clearly
evidences the attenuation of this component upon its deuteration (sinc(D) = 2.05 versus sinc(H) = 80.26 barns) that allows an
improved detection of the contribution from the intracellular
water. Therefore, the henceforth discussion is mostly based
on the analysis of PBSdeut-washed cell samples, which are
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Fig. 2 QENS spectra (298 k) at Q = 1.079 Å1, measured for untreated MDAMB-231 cells: (A) non-washed versus PBSdeut-washed cells. (B) Washed versus
PBS-subtracted washed cells. (Spectra were normalized to maximum peak
intensity. The dashed line represents the instrument resolution, as measured
by a standard vanadium sample.)

dominated by intracellular water apart from cellular metabolites and biomolecules. In fact, washing with deuterated
saline in the conditions previously described (see Experimental
section) is expected to lead to prompt deuteration of the
extracellular water with a negligible impact on the intracellular
medium. In addition, subtraction of the PBS data from the
results obtained for these cell pellets was carried out, with a
view to completely remove the reminiscent bulk water component and plainly show the contributions from the intracellular
millieu (Fig. 2(B)).
Exposure to cisplatin was found to induce a reduced flexibility
in both non-washed and washed cells, reflected in the narrowing
of the corresponding QENS profiles in a concentration-dependent
way (Fig. 3(A) and (B)). This drug-prompted reduced mobility of
intracellular water is consistent with a glassy form as opposed to a
flexible state in drug-free cells. Hence, a dynamical transition is
proposed to take place upon drug exposure, associated to the
onset of translational diﬀusion and localised motions of the
cellular macromolecules, from an intracellular water plasticity
in untreated cells to a significantly higher rigidity upon drug
administration. This transition from a flexible to a glassy state is
suggested to involve jumping between sites of diﬀerent energy
within the intracellular confined space, in the time window of the
spectrometer, and the onset of glassy dynamics was found to
depend on drug concentration. Since the cisplatin solutions were
prepared in PBS, the drug eﬀect on the saline medium was also
monitored, a slight narrowing of the QENS profile having been
observed for the drug-containing deuterated PBS (Fig. 3(C)).
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Fig. 3 QENS spectra (298 k) at Q = 1.079 Å1, measured for MDA-MB-231
cells and PBS, with and without cisplatin: (A) cells in deuterated saline medium
(washed). (B) Non-washed cells. (C) Deuterated saline medium. (Spectra were
normalized to maximum peak intensity. The dashed line represents the
instrument resolution, as measured by a standard vanadium sample.)

Fitting of the QENS spectra was attained using one Delta
function (elastic component) and three Lorentzians (quasielastic
contributions) (Fig. 4). In fact, two Lorentzian functions were
found not to suﬃce for accurately fitting the experimental data
acquired for the complex system under study (Fig. S2, ESI†). One
Delta and three Lorentzians were thus used to represent three
major dynamical components which are proposed to correspond
to the following three populations: (1) very slow motions of the
largest organelles and cytoskeleton within the cell, as well as
global motions of the macromolecules (slower than the longest
observable time defined by the spectrometer resolution),
represented by the Delta function; (2) slow diﬀusion of the intracellular water molecules (Q-dependent reorientations mediated by
hydrogen bonds), represented by the two narrower Lorentzians,
corresponding to two diﬀerent regimes that we ascribe to two
types of intracellular water–water in the vicinity of the biomolecules and water from the rest of the intracellular millieu,
beyond the hydration shells (hereafter called hydration and
cytoplasmic water, respectively); (3) internal localised motions
of the macromolecules and/or fast rotation of the water molecules within the cellular medium (Q-independent), attributed
to the broader Lorentzian function.
Fitting of the QENS profiles obtained for the PBSdeut-washed
samples (with and without cisplatin) allowed to probe biomolecules and intracellular water exclusively. The fitting parameters were analysed as a function of the wave vector transfer (Q).
The full widths at half-maximum were extracted from the
Lorentzian functions representing each of these quasielastic
dynamical components, and their dependence on Q2 provided
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Fig. 4 QENS spectra (298 k) for untreated (A) and cisplatin-treated/8 mm (B) MDA-MB-231 cells, in deuterated saline medium (washed), fitted using three
Lorentzian and one delta functions, at some typical Q values.

information on the dynamical behaviour of the system, at the
diﬀerent conditions tested: the confined localised motions
(broad Lorentzian) yielded a flat, Q-independent profile, while
the non-localised translations of intracellular water (narrower
Lorentzians) gave rise to Q-dependent functions (Fig. 5).
Each of the motions taking place within the MDA-MB-231
cells may then be approximated by a diﬀerent model, which

was shown to be aﬀected by deuteration of the extracellular
medium and, to a higher degree, by the presence of cisplatin.
The plots represented in Fig. 5 for the translational motions of
intracellular water (both in the cytoplasm and in hydration
shells) correspond to one plausible scenario, that the authors
think is the most biologically plausible, taking into account
the knowledge available on the activation process and cytotoxic

Fig. 5 Variation of the full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) with Q2 for untreated and cisplatin-treated (8 and 20 mm) MDA-MB-231 cells in deuterated
saline medium (washed), at 298 k: (A) Lorentzian functions representing the translational motions of intracellular water – cytoplasmic and hydration
water. (B) Lorentzian function representing the internal localized motions within the cell.
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mechanism of cisplatin within the cell (covalent binding to
biomolecular targets such as DNA, upon chloride hydrolysis).
Overall, cytoplasmic water displayed a higher degree of freedom
than hydration water, as anticipated in view of the interactions
taking place between the biomolecules and the water molecules
in the corresponding hydration layers, that are tightly organised
and allow restricted motions. Regarding the translational
motions of cytoplasmic water, a dynamical profile in accordance
with a translational jump diﬀusion model was observed, with
significantly restricted motions when going from untreated cells
to PBSdeut-washed samples exposed to cisplatin at increasing
dosages (8 and 20 mM, Fig. 5(A)). The hydration water, in turn,
displayed a somewhat distinct dynamical pattern, going from a
restricted Fickian diﬀusion in the drug-free cells (where hydration layers are intact) to a purely translational jump behaviour
for 20 mM-treated cells (where hydration shells are less ordered,
Fig. 5(B)). Apart from a possible direct drug eﬀect, this variation
in the hydration water confinement upon cisplatin treatment is
proposed to be mainly due to the drug-prompted reorientation
of the cellular biomolecules (e.g. proteins,81,82 DNA) causing a
disturbance of their native structure and a consequent disruption of their highly organised hydration layers, leading to an
enhanced degree of freedom of the respective water molecules
that cannot interact as eﬀectively with the high percentage of
exposed hydrophobic groups (despite the increase in the surface
available for interaction). In fact, the conformational rearrangements of proteins and other cellular macromolecules were
previously reported to be responsible for a dynamical heterogeneity within the corresponding hydration layers.83,84 Overall,
as anticipated, the anticancer drug was shown to have an impact
on both the cytoplasmic medium and the hydration water,
which, in turn, influence each other. Actually, the drug impact
on hydration water (mediated by the biomolecules’ rearrangement) is foreseen to spread to the surrounding water molecules in
the cytoplasm (adding to the direct drug eﬀect), and cisplatin’s
impact on the cytosol, in turn, will gradually extend to the
neighbouring hydration layers.
Particularly interesting is the intermediate behaviour detected
for both cytoplasmic and hydration water in the samples exposed
to the lowest drug dosage (8 mM): the experimental data is
fitted to a restricted Fickian diﬀusion at low Q, and to a
jump reorientation mechanism in the high Q region (beyond
Q = 1.25 Å1), each type of water population within the intracellular environment appearing to display diﬀerent dynamical
regimes, as if the cell was still adjusting to the presence of
the drug. This can then be pictured as a transitional state of
drug-induced disorganisation, in which neither the hydration
nor the cytoplasmic water behave purely as such – the former is
proposed to be partially detached from the macromolecules’
surface, mixing with the outside water in the cytosol, while the
latter becomes part of this more restricted environment around
the cellular components. This dynamical change occurs for
a distance of ca. 4 Å (that is within the boundaries of a
biomolecule’s hydration shell) – beyond this limit, water molecules display a cytoplasmic behaviour, and below they behave
as more constrained hydration water.
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Hence, upon a progressively higher degree of confinement
to ca. 4 Å – from untreated non-washed to PBSdeut-washed
untreated and PBSdeut-washed drug-containing cells – the dynamical
profile of cytoplasmic water appears to be better adjusted by a
translational jump model than by a simple Fickian diffusion.
This jump reorientation or extended jump model (EJM)71–73
was described to occur through a sequence of discrete large
amplitude angular jumps involving an exchange of H-bond
acceptors, as opposed to the Fickian-like continuous diffusive
mechanism (either unrestricted or restricted) that proceeds
via a sequence of infinitely small diffusive steps (according to
G = 2DQ2). In the translational jump model, the H-bond
cleavage and the molecular reorientation take place concertedly
and not successively as usually considered, and each time one of
the approximately four H-bonds formed by a water molecule is
exchanged, the molecule’s centre of mass undergoes a translational
shift. This reorientation process is therefore dependent on the
local environment of the water molecules, and is anticipated to
be affected by the presence of an extrinsic entity (such as a
drug) in the intracellular medium. Moreover, when H-bonds are
ruptured zones of higher density water are created (i.e. density is
locally higher than the bulk) which is expected to have an effect
on the conformation (and therefore function) of neighbouring
biomolecules.
The translational diﬀusion coeﬃcients (DT), translational
jump times (tT) and correlation times for the localised motions
of the cellular macromolecules (tL), at each drug concentration
tested, were extracted from the dynamical model considered
for each case. The values thus obtained clearly reflected the
eﬀect of cisplatin on the intracellular medium. For the cells in
deuterated saline medium (washed samples), the diﬀusion
coeﬃcients obtained for cytoplasmic water were consistent
with an enhanced rigidity, in a concentration-dependent way:
DT298 = 1.04  0.05  105 vs. 0.19  0.01 105 cm2 s1 and
tT298 = 1.00  0.10 vs. 7.39  1.16 ps, for control and cisplatin/
20 mM-treated cells, respectively. For water within hydration shells,
in turn, a reverse eﬀect was observed (as previously discussed):
DT298 = 0.03  0.0004  105 vs. 1.39  0.13  105 cm2 s1,
for control and cisplatin (20 mM)-exposed samples. Regarding
the correlation times for the localised motions of the cellular
constituents quite high values were measured, as expected
in view of the large dimensions of the biomolecules and
the crowded intracellular environment in which they move:
tL298 = 21.94  0.04, 21.43  0.04 and 18.12  0.07 ps for
untreated and cisplatin-treated (8 and 20 mM), respectively.
The tL decrease detected upon drug-exposure, mainly in the
presence of the highest cisplatin concentration (20 mM), may be
justified by the drug-induced structural disruption of the intracellular water that will ease these localised motions of the
macromolecular solutes.
These dynamical parameters obtained for MDA-MB-231 cells
were compared with previously reported values for Escherichia
coli bacteria:25,41 DT298 = 1.04  0.05  105 vs. DT301 = 2.39 
0.05  105 cm2 s1 and tT298 = 1.00  0.10 vs. tT301 = 1.54 
0.08 ps, respectively for drug-free cancer cells and E. coli. Actually,
while the results published for E. coli were not significantly
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diﬀerent from those determined for pure water (DT298 = 2.3 
105 cm2 s1 85), evidencing an intracellular water diﬀusion
process similar to bulk water, the same was not verified in the
currently probed human breast adenocarcinoma cells for which a
considerably restricted intracellular water dynamics was observed
(under identical conditions). This may be justified by the fact that
eukaryotic cells have an extremely crowded cellular environment
(macromolecular concentrations as high as 400 mg ml1 and
distances among biomolecules of ca. 1 nm) as opposed to
bacteria, leading to a much higher degree of confinement of
intracellular water, its dynamics being better adjusted by a jump
diﬀusion model than by a simple Fickian diﬀusion. Furthermore,
the translational diﬀusion coeﬃcients presently obtained for
cytoplasmic water in the breast cancer cells exposed to cisplatin
are one order of magnitude lower than the value obtained by
QENS for extreme halophiles (in which the high salt concentration
leads to a significant reduced mobility of ca. 76% of intracellular
water)40 – DT298 = 0.19  0.01  105 (cisplatin-20 mM) vs.
DT285 = 1.29  105 cm2 s1, respectively.

Conclusions
The present study was based on the assumption that in human
cells the behaviour of cytoplasmic water (both structural and
dynamical) determines not only the conformation and function
of biomolecules (primarily through their hydration shells), but
may also be tamed by the cellular constituents – the cellular
macromolecules ‘‘dance’’ to the tune of intracellular water and
vice versa, in a twofold, intertwined, process. Hence, any effect
that a drug may exert on vital macromolecules (such as DNA
or proteins) will also have a predictable impact on intracellular
water, with consequences on cellular function, thus constituting a
potential secondary pharmacological target. The reported combined inelastic and quasi-elastic neutron scattering spectroscopy
work allowed to establish the feasibility of these techniques to
probe complex macromolecular systems such as human cells, with
a view to gain a deeper insight into confined intracellular water
and monitor perturbations to its structural and dynamical behaviour (e.g. via interference with its native H-bonding network) due
to the presence of external agents such as chemotherapeutic drugs.
A quite accurate picture was attained regarding the structural
features and microscopic diffusion of water molecules within
intact human breast cancer cells in the absence and presence of
a DNA-binding anticancer agent (cisplatin, at 8 and 20 mM).
The results thus obtained revealed a clear picture of the
intracellular water response to a drug, evidencing clear diﬀerences
relative to non-treated cells, therefore disclosing a clear impact of
cisplatin on the cytomatrix. Coupled to diﬀerent structural properties, mainly reflected in the librational region of the INS spectra,
this antitumour agent was found to aﬀect the dynamic state
of intracellular water, rendering it diﬀerent from bulk water and
also from the cellular medium in drug-free samples, this eﬀect
being concentration-dependent (increasing from [cisplatin] = 8
to 20 mM). Diﬀusion of intracellular water molecules is known to
be restricted due to confinement within the crowded cytoplasmic
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environment coupled to strong interactions with biomolecules
and membranes (structured water in hydration shells). In the
presence of cisplatin, these eﬀects were found to be enhanced
due to the drug’s eﬀect on DNA and subsequently on other
cellular constituents (e.g. proteins and membranes), disrupting
their folded native conformation and thus increasing disorder
and crowding in the cellular milieu with a significant impact on
water properties. Intracellular water molecules with distinct
structural and dynamical profiles – from the hydration shell
around biomolecules (hydration water) and from the aqueous
intracellular medium (cytoplasmic water) – could be discriminated by QENS. Both were found to be affected by the presence
of the antitumour drug, a biologically reasonable interpretation
of the data being presently suggested: while cytoplasmic water
showed a progressively restrained dynamics upon cisplatin
exposure (in a concentration-dependent way), the hydration
shells became more ordered in the presence of 8 mM-cisplatin
and were prompted to a more mobile state for 20 mM-cisplatin, as
the biomolecules’ native structure was more severely disrupted.
This marked change in the dynamical profile of hydration water
in the presence of a high drug concentration is suggested to be
a consequence of the drastic drug-triggered reorganisation of
the intracellular macromolecules (into a nonfunctional conformation). Regarding cytoplasmic water, cisplatin apparently
behaves as a kosmotropic (structure-making) solute,86 which
may be related to the significant increase in chloride ion
concentration within the intracellular medium owing to drug
hydrolysis (activation step).
To this date, reduced mobility of cellular water on an atomic scale
had only been detected in yeast cells at cryogenic temperatures,38 in
low-hydrated Artemia shrimp cysts37 or in extreme halophiles,25,40
but never in eukaryotic cells. To the best of the authors’ knowledge
this is the first study of the kind carried out in human cells. In fact,
distinct behaviours are likely to emerge between diﬀerent types
of cells, e.g. prokaryotic versus eukaryotic, namely arising from
the presence of particular constituents in the latter (such as the
cytoskeleton and the nucleus). Accordingly, the diﬀerence in
atomic-scale viscosity presently unveiled for the intracellular
environment in human cancer cells relative to pure water and
to the QENS data reported for E. coli bacteria25,41 is well justified,
attending to the significantly higher crowding of the eukaryotic
cells’ cytoplasm. Actually, in bacteria, intracellular water beyond
the hydration shells of macromolecules and membranes may
flow as freely as bulk water, while in Artemia shrimp cysts37 and
extreme halophiles25,40 a second intracellular water component
was detected with a significantly slowed down translational
diﬀusion, consonantly to the present results for human cancer
cells in the presence of a chemotherapeutic agent.
This study is an innovative way of tackling a drug’s pharmacodynamics, searching for additional (and possibly ancillary) targets
of drug action with a view to improve chemotherapeutic eﬃciency
without increased deleterious side eﬀects. The successful results
already gathered pave the way for further work on drug impact on
intracellular water, for conventional as well as newly developed
anticancer agents. Whether this is a cell-specific eﬀect still remains
to be clarified (by monitoring distinct types of cancer cells),
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as well as the influence of water exchange kinetics across the cell
membrane. These studies are expected to lead to a better understanding of the in vivo mode of action of antitumour agents used
daily in the clinic, at a molecular level, providing valuable clues
for the rational design of improved drugs, particularly polynuclear Pt(II)- and Pd(II)–polyamine cisplatin-like chelates which
have been studied by the authors in the last decade.
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